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Abstract— Understanding the characteristics of written English
allows Internet search for the source of a document to be carried
out efficiently. There is a Zipfian distribution of word frequencies
in natural language, with some words common and many words
rare. If we take a group of three words, the rarity of most of
these triples is extreme. This can be exploited to detect web pages
similar to a given target document: while a Google search for
some triples from the target may return many hits, other triples
will only be found in a few documents on the Internet. These
documents may well be similar to the target, and are certainly
worth examining more closely. Initial experiments show that this
approach is very promising, and it is being implemented in a
software tool called WebFerret.
Index Terms— Plagiarism, Search Engines, Ferret.
OVERVIEW
In this paper we review the problem of plagiarism, explain
how the Ferret software tool detects similar pairs of documents
in a collection, and show how Ferret can be extended to
efficiently detect sources of Internet plagiarism.
THE PROBLEM OF PLAGIARISM
The problem of plagiarism, whether real or perceived, is
an important and emotive issue for both students and staff in
higher education; both are concerned to maintain the quality of
degrees. Honest students can feel aggrieved that while they are
working hard to earn their degrees, others may be gaining their
qualifications by cheating. Someone who hands in plagiarised
work that is not discovered may even gain a better award than
an honest student!
Staff do not want to waste their time marking and giving
feedback on work that was not done by the student who
submitted it. It is very time consuming to search for the source
of plagiarism if it is suspected, and even more time consuming
to document the evidence if it is confirmed [1]. It is also
very annoying to invest that effort, but then to fail at the
investigation stage. Even among staff who have not recognised
plagiarism, it is a problem; it raises our expectations of what
an average student might reasonably produce. One effect of
this is that degrees are devalued over time. The detection and
prevention of plagiarism is therefore an important topic.
But according to THES (June 23, 2006, p.4), “53% of
students said that they did not believe their tutors would spot
cheating” [2]. The same survey of 3200 students (commis-
sioned by JISC PAS) found that 87% supported the use of
electronic detection tools.
University procedures when plagiarism is suspected fre-
quently require staff to fully document relevant passages, both
in the student’s work, and in the original sources. This is
time-consuming when carried out manually, even with the
help of Google searches. Not only must the correct source
documents be found, but the offending passages must be
identified. Automated tools, such as Ferret [3] can help to
locate and document copying with the minimum of invested
time.
We have identified 4 catagories of plagiarism, based on the
source of the copied work [4].
1) If the source is a fellow student, then the offence is
generally referred to as collusion. The significant point
here is that we have got the source. Somewhere in the
pile of work to be marked is the document that was
copied. Existing tools such as Ferret rapidly find such
copies and are effective also at documenting collusion.
2) If the source is the Internet, then it is likely that the
culprit may have used material from more than one
source, and may have made changes. But we can find
the source. The student presumably typed some fairly
obvious keywords into a search engine, which then gave
him the raw material for his essay. But if the dish is
under-cooked, he has committed plagiarism and we can
find his sources in exactly the same way that he did. In
fact we shall see later in this paper that we can often
identify directly which source he used, with very little
effort.
3) The third possible source is an essay bank. Here we can’t
easily find the source. Some commercial plagiarism
detection services claim to have obtained essays from
essay banks, though there is a more honourable and
economical way to do this than paying money: simply
wait for another student to pay for and submit an essay
from the same source.
4) In the final case, where the work was written to order,
then it is completely impossible to find the source.
Unless the bespoke author used Internet sources to
construct the essay, the only avenue open is to find
indications that the student who submitted the work is in
fact unfamiliar with its content (see e.g. [5]). This is the
problem more recently identified as “contract cheating”
which has been extensively investigated by Lancaster [6]
and others [7].
These four categories of plagiarism are useful in considering
approaches to dealing with the problem.
The focus of this paper is on detecting plagiarism from
the Internet, and we analyse an extension to our existing
plagiarism detection tool Ferret to address this requirement.
2WHAT IS FERRET?
Ferret is a copy-detection tool, which has been produced at
the University of Hertfordshire [8]. It has been developed over
more than 6 years, is freely available on the Internet [9], and
has been used by HE institutions around the world. It analyses
documents on the user’s own computer, extracting text from
pdf, Word or RTF formats. It has a fast and intuitive interface
and produces reports highlighting any evidence of copying,
ranking all pairs of documents based on similarity. It can detect
copying in multiple languages (both natural and computer)
simply by changing the definition of a “word” within the
program code. This can vary: for Chinese we would use a
single character in place of a word for western languages [10].
For computer languages it may be helpful to add additional
tokens alongside normal words.
Ferret makes it easy to compare large collections of docu-
ments for signs of copying. It is also very fast: the algorithm
it uses is linear, both in space required and in time taken,
as the total number of words in the input documents grows.
Comparisons of the Ferret algorithm with other approaches
[11], [12] show that its performance is excellent.
However, Ferret has one limitation, which is that it only
works on collections of documents provided by the user. A
typical question raised by potential users is whether it can
search the Internet for related documents. We are developing
such a version of Ferret, and this paper describes the main
technical issues which we have explored in the process of so
doing.
Running the current Ferret has three stages:
1) Select documents to compare, by identifying them using
a file selector as shown in figure 1.
Fig. 1. Selecting files to check
2) Analyse documents, producing a ranked list of document
pairs (as shown in figure 2) and a measure of similarity
(as explained later).
Fig. 2. Pairs in order of similarity
3) Compare pairs of documents, as shown in figure 3, to
see which parts may have been copied.
Fig. 3. One similar pair examined
In addition to the displays of the working program, Ferret
allows the user to save copies of the analysis and detailed
comparisons into pdf reports, for printing or later use, possibly
as evidence.
HOW FERRET WORKS
Ferret works by extracting trigrams (sequences of three
words). If we take as an example the phrase “multicasting
is a standard feature in Internet . . . ”, then the trigrams in this
phrase are: “multicasting is a”, “is a standard”, “a standard
feature”, “standard feature in”, “feature in Internet” . . .
Note that the number of trigrams is two less than the
document length in words. Some trigrams, e.g. “a standard
feature”, are fairly generic, others, e.g. “multicasting is a”,
are topic specific.
The reason that Ferret is so fast is that we build an index
of trigrams as the documents are read, so if there are   input
3files, checking all
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 pairs of documents is done in more
or less linear time.
In order to rank documents by similarity, we need some
metric. If
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For example, suppose document 1 is “multicasting is a
standard feature in Internet”. If document 2 is “multicasting
is a feature of the Internet” then there is just one common
trigram: “multicasting is a”.
The total number of trigrams is 9, as there are 5 in each
document but 1 trigram is common. They are “multicasting
is a”, “is a standard”, “a standard feature”, “standard feature
in”, “feature in Internet”, “feature in Internet”, “is a feature”,
“a feature of”, “feature of the”, “of the Internet”. This means
that (for this tiny example) our similarity metric would be 
(which is 0.11 or 11%).
In practice a lecturer looks not for a particular value
of similarity, but rather looks at the most similar pair of
documents first, then the next most similar, and so on . . . .
The point at which she would stop is when her academic
judgement says that the pairs she is examining no longer show
any signs of plagiarism. If matching trigrams are scattered over
the whole document, copying is not indicated, but if they are
in closely packed blocks it is likely that both files in the pair
share some common source. In fact we plan to implement a
metric that automates that aspect of the lecturer’s judgement.
WHY NOT USE TURNITIN?
Our aim is to search automatically for potential sources of
plagiarism, but automated tools for plagiarism detection have
existed for many years. The commercial, US-based company
Turnitin is perhaps the best known. It offers plagiarism detec-
tion against Internet available sources, so it would seem silly
for us to compete with an established service.
However documents must be given to Turnitin, leading to
a transfer of intellectual property; Turnitin charges for its
use; and Turnitin cannot be customised, as it is a closed,
commercial system.
The new version of Ferret, WebFerret, will avoid all three of
Turnitin’s problems. First, staff will retain ownership of their
documents: WebFerret may be used on your own computer,
and the web application will not retain copies of documents.
Second, WebFerret will be free for staff to use. Third, Ferret
has been designed to be extended. Currently, Ferret works on
English, other European languages, Chinese and (certain) com-
puter programming languages. As a product of the University,
Ferret can be tailored to suit the needs of staff within the
University needing to detect plagiarism in different kinds of
documents.
OUR APPROACH
How should we select Internet sources to go in our doc-
ument collection? One approach would be to search on the
same keywords that the students are likely to have used. But
if you have a document that you suspect may be plagiarised,
you can use the same technique that our plagiarism detector
uses. Do a Web search of some unusual phrases in the text; do
not search for phrases that would indicate the subject matter
of the document as that makes it harder to spot whether you
have hit the right document.
For example, consider the following piece of text:
“It is at best a temporary utility that will eventually
become obsolete when multicasting is a standard
feature in Internet routers. By then there will be
an established base of MBone users (which should
make the router manufacturers happy).”
The triples in the first sentence of this sample piece of text
are shown in table I together with the number of hits produced
by a Google search on that exact string.
Triple Frequency Common?
it is at about 1,770,000 * * *
is a standard about 1,750,000 * *
is at best about 1,470,000 * *
at best a about 1,360,000 *
that will eventually about 1,290,000 * *
a standard feature about 743,000 *
will eventually become about 699,000 *
utility that will about 461,000 * *
standard feature in about 116,000 *
eventually become obsolete about 32,600
become obsolete when about 22,400 *
feature in Internet about 18,100 *
best a temporary about 16,800
multicasting is a about 12,900 * *
in Internet routers about 10,400 *
a temporary utility about 2,070
when multicasting is about 787 * *
temporary utility that 3 *
obsolete when multicasting 2 *
TABLE I
GOOGLE DOCUMENT FREQUENCIES FOR TRIGRAMS OF SAMPLE TEXT
Although the most startling observation is that a few triples
only appear 2 or 3 times, it is important to note the frequencies
of even the relatively common strings: although some triples
are fairly frequent, most are much less so, as the following
graph (figure 4) shows. The common words (listed later, and
marked with an asterisk here) tend to lead to more common
triples (though not entirely so).
Contrast the frequencies of the individual words shown in
table II, which have the same rapid fall-off in frequency, but
for a starting point more than three orders of magnitude higher.
Again the graph in figure 5 makes this plain.
The list of 116 common words (and artefacts of the Internet)
is: the, be, to, of, and, a, in, that, have, i, it, for, not, on, with,
he, as, you, do, at, this, but, his, by, from, they, we, say, her,
she, or, an, will, my, one, all, would, there, their, what, so,
up, out, if, about, who, get, which, go, me, when, make, can,
like, time, no, just, him, know, take, person, into, year, your,
good, some, could, them, see, other, than, then, now, look,
only, come, its, over, think, also, back, after, use, two, how,
our, work, first, well, way, even, new, want, because, any, these,
give, day, most, us, b, c, p, html, s, t, e, br, www, http, h, is,
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Fig. 4. Declining frequencies of word triples
Word Frequency Common?
a 6,800,000,000 *
in 5,540,000,000 *
is 4,000,000,000 *
it 3,050,000,000 *
that 2,890,000,000 *
at 2,800,000,000 *
will 2,620,000,000 *
when 1,920,000,000 *
internet 1,560,000,000
best 1,510,000,000
become 705,000,000
standard 605,000,000
feature 395,000,000
eventually 151,000,000
utility 140,000,000
temporary 114,000,000
routers 40,400,000
obsolete 23,500,000
multicasting 1,470,000
TABLE II
GOOGLE DOCUMENT FREQUENCIES FOR WORDS FROM THE SAMPLE TEXT
was, went, were, are. The commonest 8 words in the sample
sentence are on this list.
Further evidence of the rarity of certain phrases (even in a
database as large as the Internet) can be found by a search
for “temporary utility” and “manufacturers happy” – an Alta-
Vista search gave three hits on the query: +“temporary utility”
+“manufacturers happy”. One is a book on the subject, the
second is an acknowledged quote from that book, and the third
is a plagiarised student report (accessible via the instructor’s
web-site).
We repeated this experiment more recently using Google.
As can be seen in table III, the number of copies of that
paragraph had increased from three to six: the original, two
copies with citation, and three without. We also found further
evidence of the rarity of specific word triples.
The addition of a perfectly common word like “that” to the
end of a search string reduced the number of hits from around
21,000 to just the six matching documents: more evidence for
the effectiveness of trigrams as a basis for automated Internet
search.
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Fig. 5. Sharply declining word frequencies
Search on Hits
“temporary utility” about 21,000
“temporary utility that” 6
“router manufacturers” about 27,000
“manufacturers happy” about 2,300
“router manufacturers happy” 6
TABLE III
EXTENDING SEARCH STRING BY ONE WORD ELIMINATES ALL
IRRELEVANT HITS FROM GOOGLE
STEPS IN WEBFERRET
Our aim is to search automatically for potential sources of
plagiarism: we do this by passing search terms to an Internet
server, and retrieving the lists of documents resulting from the
search. Ferret provides us with trigrams, which we can use
as search terms. However not all trigrams are equally likely
to produce good results, so we adopt the rule that trigrams
containing common words are more likely to occur by chance,
and so exclude them. Actually, the evidence of the example
above suggests that this may not be so, but as a general rule the
assumption seems reasonable, especially when each document
will contain several hundred trigrams.
Extraction of Trigrams
Select Documents
Internet search
Ferret Analysis
Common words list
1. Try every uncommon trigram in turn
2. Keep top 10 hits from each trigram
3. Rank in terms of frequency
4. Download top 10 matches
Fig. 6. The process used by WebFerret
WebFerret works in the same manner as Ferret, except
during the analysis step, see figure 6. First a list of suitable
trigrams is extracted from the documents to be analysed. These
5trigrams are used to search the Internet for relevant sources,
and the sources are downloaded into a folder. The potential
sources are added to the set of documents to be compared
(but note that potential sources are not compared with other
potential sources). These additional steps are hidden from the
user (except that they add to the processing time).
The following graph (figure 7) shows that most triples are
rare in Google, so most occur in very few documents, so the
strategy we adopt is likely to be successful in most cases.
Number of Google hits for each searched triple
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Fig. 7. Number of Google hits per triple
EFFECTIVENESS OF WEBFERRET
In order to confirm the effectiveness of our strategy we took
some documents (listed in table IV) and used WebFerret’s
algorithm to see if we could find them on the Internet.
File Name Size (words) Description of the document
ad-hoc-thesis.txt 488 words student thesis, spellings cor-
rected, titles removed
[Studi]
education-essay.txt 907 words copy of student work, not pub-
lished on Internet
[Malcolm]
heberling.txt 872 words article on plagiarism
[Heberling]
ryan-hamlin.txt 932 words article on plagiarism (accused of
copying heberling)
[Ryan & Hamlin]
i33.txt 861 words icmlc02 paper
[Zhuang, Meng, Yin & Wang]
i367.txt 946 words icmlc02 paper (very similar to
i33)
[Zhuang, Meng, Wang & Yin]
yip-stereo.txt 888 words wmpmc paper
[Yip et al.]
TABLE IV
SUMMARY OF TEST CASES USED
WebFerret’s search process using the Google SOAP search
API finds the target document in all cases.
Eliminating trigrams containing any one of the 116 very
common words reduces the number of trigrams searched for
by about 90%. This will give an order of magnitude speed-up,
both on searching and on analysis.
FUTURE WORK
Once we have produced a trial version of WebFerret, we
will get feedback on a number of questions:
  Does user need to alter search criteria?
  How much control should user have on search?
  Should old searches be kept?
The main outcome will be the WebFerret software system
which may be installed on a user’s own machine; Windows,
Linux and Macintosh OS X versions will be created. We plan
to develop a web interface also, so that organisations who
want to can allow their users to upload student work and
retrieve results over the Internet. A further benefit of the web
interface is that the results of Internet searches by different
staff members may be shared, within and across departments.
WebFerret will provide reports on the comparisons made,
estimates of the amount of duplication present between pairs of
documents, and detailed analyses of where copying has been
found within each document. An evaluation of WebFerret’s
performance will be undertaken. Once WebFerret has been
completed, we will speak to the colleagues managing our
VLE: the ideal situation would be for WebFerret to integrate
alongside the VLE, automatically producing feedback about
potential plagiarism and collusion on submitted assignments.
SUMMARY
Ferret helps staff by alerting them to similarity between
pairs of documents; staff must make their own judgement as
to whether the copying is “fair use” or “plagiarism”.
WebFerret, like Ferret, will accept textual documents of
many forms. Currently, documents generated by popular word
processors, adobe PDF documents, and plain text files are
supported. Because WebFerret will look at the content of the
documents, it is not specialised towards any discipline.
Although initially we anticipate a number of cases of
plagiarism being detected using the tool, we suggest a major
enhancement for teaching and learning will be in deterrence.
Knowing that work may be submitted to a fast and powerful
plagiarism-detection tool will dissuade students from plagia-
rising.
But perhaps most useful is the use of such tools to educate
students on good practice: highlighting that this block of text
is copied and insufficiently referenced in a particular student’s
work can educate them much better than a general exhortation
not to plagiarise. We hope that staff will be encouraged to use
WebFerret because of its fast and simple interface and that
students will be reassured that this emotive problem is being
dealt with.
The current version of Ferret is freely available, and the
authors welcome comments [9]. We are actively developing
WebFerret based on the principles outlined in this paper, and
aim to release it later this year.
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